Christian Develter
Belgium born artist, Christian Develter is a "global nomad" that has resided and
worked in Asia since the mid-nineties. Christian uses oils as an instrument to
portray his rich experiences of people and cultures around the world. As a highly
versatile artist whose work pushes boundaries, he believes that despite cultural
differences and starkly different socio-realities, there are moments that can be
appreciated by everyone. These moments are the trigger of his inspiration.

Christian Develter’s Studio set amongst the paddy fields in Siem Reap, Cambodia.

Christian’s sense of beauty and the individual strength and spirit of his
protagonists is developed through careful consideration of line, lighting and
geometry as well as his perspicacious awareness of the power of colour to reveal
that which is behind the surface of each character. At the heart of these works is
a search not just for physical beauty but also for something of the spirit that
embraces and motivates each one in o ur era of hyper celebrity.

The uniqueness of Christian’s work lies in his radical choice for strong colours
and mixture of oils and acrylics usually preferring to combine them with bold
shapes. His works are deeply powerful and compelling in t he way they capture
light and space in translating the artist’s desire to create large iconic works.

Christian studied art at Ghent Art School and was trained at the famous Antwerp
Fashion Academy, soon to realize his passion for painting exceeded his love for
designing clothes. Always joyful in composition, he presents a radiant
kaleidoscope of shapes and forms. His choice to combine rough pass ion with
playful humour and bright colours recalls the artist’s view of popular fashions
and trends.

Develter’s world acclaimed works are housed in some of the most spectacular
properties and art collections around the world including that of Royalty. His
iconic works are also on permanent display in legendary hotels a cross the globe
including the Copacabana Palace Hotel - Rio, the Mandarin Oriental - Bangkok,
The Belmond D’Angkor – Siem Reap, The Raffles Grand Hotel - Angkor Wat and
Raffles Hotel Le Royal – Phnom Penh.

Belmond Copacabana Palace – Rio De Janeiro

‘Chin Series’ Inspiration
The inspiration for this body of work comes from the intricately tattooed faces
of the Chin women located in the North -Western region of Myanmar. In 2012,
Develter travelled this region extensively and visited the remote tribes of the
Chin region, in which this series is entitled. Each painting from this series is
named after a village or area within the Chin region. The concept behind the
works being the Modern Asian Urban Faces of today, overlayed with the tribal
tattoos of where we have come from - grounding us back to our cultural roots
and heritage. This striking collection of work is an invitation to explore the
artist’s contemporary narrative of evolving cultures through his district creative
style.

About the Tribe
The Chin tribe and their tattoos are relatively unknown to the outside world. These
tribes in north-western Myanmar (Chin and Rakhine State) to this day use tattoo facial
markings that is a centuries old tradition to distinguish one hill tribe from another
along with their marital status and social rank ing. Together with the Derung tribe in
Southwest China’s Yunnan province, they are the only other tribe known to adhere to
this traditional ancient practice. Both tribes are believed to be from the same IndoTibetan lineage.

These multiplex patterns are carved into the skin by thorns using a mixture of sap
from a local plant (sourced in the jungle for the colour), ash and chicken blood or
buffalo kidney. According to legends, these ornate tattoos were origi nally done so
that Burmese Kings would not be able to steal women away as wives. They have
however, evolved to become symbols of strength and beauty; reflecting nature –
especially the animal and plant kingdom - and the animist beliefs of the tribe.

Examples of these complex and delicate tattoos include:
-

Spider webs on the face
The sun of the forehead
Reptile skin on the face, especially on eyelids, nose & chin
Tiger whiskers bellow the nose
Peacock plumage fan on the forehead
Leopard dots on the face (…)

For generations women have been willing to submit themselves to the pain of this art
for the beauty it represents to them and their tribe. Deep in the unforgiving hills and
jungle of the Chin State tattoos are still being carved on faces of young girls coming to
age despite being forbidden by the government. With the opening of Myanmar’s
borders, these women will soon come to represent the last of their kind.
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